Sorting of hemifield presented temporal and spatial stimuli.
An experiment was performed, using a sorting task (choice reaction-time), to study the processing of stimuli, which differed along a temporal or a spatial dimension, presented to the right or to the left visual hemifield. The results indicate more accurate responses and shorter reaction times to a temporal stimulus when it appears in the right-visual-field than when it appears in the left-visual-field. Conversely, more accurate responses and shorter reaction times are found to a spatial stimulus when it appears in the left-visual-field than when it appears in the right-visual-field. In addition to this major interaction, three more interactions are found, all of which involve response direction and one or two other stimulus variables. The results are consistent with the hypothesized hemispheric functional specificity, i.e., that the initial processing of the temporal dimension of visual stimuli is performed better by the left hemisphere than by the right hemisphere and that the converse is true for the initial processing of the spatial dimension of visual stimuli.